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CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM

It was the intention of this writer to construct a
new course of study for high school freshmen basing it upon
formal research studies that have verified assumptions concerning better curricula, improved study, new techniques,
and general upgrading of English.

This program was to

include a revolutionary approach to the structure of English,
a dramatic change in content and materials, and a new
emphasis on the history of the language.

A somewhat theo-

retical course guide, it would be suggestive of the essential
nature and the yet-to-be realized potential of the subject.
Examination of current literature revealed a dilemma
to the above proposal.

Curriculum studies in the language

arts have not been uniform across the nation; they have
discouraged diversity from one school system to another.
Formal research is frequently either ~ragmentary, limited,
or totally lacking.

The necessity for comprehensive,

interrelated research in the language arts was perhaps the
only consistently mentioned. recommendation.

Philosophical

and speculative opinions do not warrant curricular change.
In lieu of the "revolutionary'' proposal, a somewhat
11

evolutionaryu revision and extension of the existing course

guide is presented.

Major changes in content and emphasis
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are to be found in the following areas:

(1) the substitution

of writing and rewriting, with critical comment by the
teacher, for drill books and exercises on usage, punctuation
and grammar, (2) a slightly lessened emphasis on correction
of errors in usage, (3) an increased emphasis on reading
habits, (4) inclusion of phases of the humanistic studies
insofar as possible, (5) emphasis in critical thinking,

(6) the thematic approach, (7) the development of an awareness and responsibility and appreciation of a democratic
society.

I.
Statement .Q.,i

lli

THE PROBLEM
problem.

It was the purpose of this

study to propose, in light of recent research, a revised and
extended language arts program for high school freshmen with
particular attention to (1) improved articulation and
sequence; (2) suggested ideas for procedures and creativity;
(3) inclusion of more specific and detailed content; (4)

incorporation of some of the recent trends in methods,
materials, and content; and (5) an attempt to avoid duplication and reiteration.
Importance .Q! study.

There is a nationally recognized

need to improve the teaching of English, indeed, a kind of
revolution in not only methods and objectives, but also in
a redefinition and redistribution of basic subject matter.
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The conflict arising between the necessity for re-evaluation
and revision of the program and the lack of conclusive
evidence to substantiate changes is marked.

In view of this

conflict and the modification of the originally proposed
course guide, it is hoped that this program will evolve in
a continual process of re-evaluation and revision.
Limitations .Q!

1rut study.

(1) It is a temporary

revision.

There is need for continual re-evaluation and

revision.

(2) The lack and/or fragmentary nature of the

research information available limits the study.

(3) Emphasis

in defining the purpose of ninth grade English as, ttproviding
immediate preparation for senior high school, 11 limits the
objectives and hence the contents of the study.

(4) The

course guide, chapter three, omits scheduling of the program,
duration of procedures, and specific materials, equipment
and references.

As resources and needs are determined these

things must be manipulated by the classroom teacher to effect
maximum results.
able students.

(5) No provision is made for able and less
Programming by administration and varying

means of grouping necessitate adapting course boundaries
to needs.
II.

ORGANIZATION OF REMAINDER OF THE PAPER

Chapter II is concerned with a review of the literature
as it relates to various trends observable in the teaching
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of the language arts.

A criteria for the selection of the

literature used is included.

A revision and extension of

the freshman English guide comprises Chapter III, and
Chapter IV contains a summary of the study.

Referal to

the original course of study may be made in the appendix.

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
I.

CRITERIA FOR SELECTION

The following criteria were used in selecting literature
to review:

(1) Insofar as possible, only research based

material was used.

(2) Material must be in accord with goals

as described for junior high school freshmen.

(3) Materials

were selected for functional, not theoretical, nature.

(4)

Views found to be conflicting and/or divergent were not used.

(5) The potentially flexible and broad scope rather than
narrow, limited points of view were selected •.

(6) Objectivity

rather than subjectivity of observations and analysis were
selected.

(7) Material geared specifically for freshmen

level rather than junior high in general was sought.

(8) The

material was pertinent and available in quantity sufficient
to give adequate review.

(9) Generalizations were used only

when found within sound experimental studies and clearly
defined.
II.

HUMANITIES

It is difficult to determine the extent to which the
secondary school curriculum is at present embracing the study
of the humanities.

Research offers little specific, and no

comprehensive, findings.

The need. and importance of the
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discipline is a matter of verbal agreement among educators
and laymen alike.

To what extent it is being adopted in

curriculum planning has not been examined.

There is evidence

that many teachers are including humanistic studies in
language arts programs although it is not specified in the
course guides (9; 49; 92).

That a definite trend toward

inclusion exists, is witness to the increasing awareness and
necessity for of such content.
Scientific advancement is effecting a dramatic change
in our society.

Today science hurls man into space and

probes moon explorations.
our scientific advances.

Curriculum changes result from
ttcrash 11 programs in math and

science have become prevalent.

In order to apply our know-

ledge to preserve and advance our culture, we must balance
this rapid change with humanistic studies.

It would be

ideal if our students had a breadth of background, not only
in science and math, but in language, literature, philosophy,
fine arts, and history as they are concerned with human
thought and relations.
cannot be denied.

Science and math, as vital necessities,

But what of the individual ts formation of

a philosophy of life that will enable him to not only enjoy
life to the fullest but in doing so utilize his scientific
knowledge.

Without this, existence is reduced to that of

robots in a mechanical age.
As a direct result of the recognition of this conflict
there is a widespread movement to broaden the traditional

7

curriculum.

In addition to technical training students are

offered an organization of man's expression through the arts
so that they may better achieve an awareness of their own
significance.

Most secondary students meet a humanistic

study only through their continuous and sequential study of
English.

Given national prominence in highly publicized

speeches by such men as Abraham Ribicoff and Wayne Morse,
the cry to strengthen the humanities program in secondary
curriculum is well defined (49:552-59).
A multitude of variables is to be considered.•
Immediate neighborhoods, attitude of parents, availability
of gifted teachers, adequacy of materials and the nature of
the students themselves are but a few.
of encouragement (49:552-59).

There is evidence

For example, the recent

revolution in paperback books gives access to a wealth of
materials at moderate cost.

They provide a flexible struc-

ture upon which reading, writing and discussion can be based.
By experiencing responses through creative writing of others,
students may develop imagination, form concepts, and gain a
deeper sense of aesthetic appreciation--all necessary to
personal cultural development.

These are, essentially, the

elements required for mental, emotional, moral and aesthetic
maturity.

Surely the necessity and desirability of the

inclusion of the humanities in school curriculums is self
evident.
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Bringing students to a high level of appreciation
through rhythmical, emotional, and intellectual response
requires trained teachers (9:353-56).

A balance of literary

analysis and speech techniques, specific training in the art
of reading prose and poetry, a realization of the contributions of the language arts, and an excellent background in
the field are necessary.

Above all else, the teachers of

the humanities must perceive the world in perspective, have
a genuine empathy for man, and possess a feeling of security
and satisfaction in their own lives.

If the English curric-

ulum is in part responsible for the intellect and emotions
of man and at the same time is a representative of the
humanities--then the training and attitude of administrators
and teachers is of primary importance.
Today's mass media offer potentialities for enrichment
and depth not heretofore available.

It is encouraging to

note that field trips to cultural centers by student groups
are increasing.

The contributions of music and art are more

frequently being related and integrated with other content
areas (49:552-59).

The thematic method now employed in many

language arts classes, in lieu of the traditional textbook
planning, enhances the examination of this discipline.

In

addition to these promising developments school libraries are
continually playing a more important and active role in
student pursuits (49:552).

9

Secondary schools are placing an increasing emphasis
upon their responsibility for including the humanities as an
intregal part of their language arts program (9:353-56).

Few

schools, if any, offer the discipline as a unique course,
not at present is this trend observable.

The role assumed

in preserving human values in our technological society has
been delegated, in part, to the teacher of English,

11

lest

the machines dominate man, instead of the reversal" (49:552).
III.

CREATIVITY

The implications, scope, and importance of the creative individual to himself, to society, and to civilization,
are receiving increasing attention.

It is a subject much

discussed and little understood (73:59-65).

In the past,

most support has gone to procedures, devices, and resources
that would raise standards and achievements in the fundamentals of content.

The standardized test and the scholar-

ship examination of subjects have had a pronounced revival.
A dichotomy appears with the recent criticisms that students
lack novelty and imagination, and are unable to think.
is a paucity in the production of ideas.

There

Research concerning

adaptations to improve academic performance is noted, but'
there are few reports of programs to identify and promote
creative power (46:113-20).

One of the major barriers to

research on creativity is the lack of valid criteria.

Yet
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the problem is one of such dimension that it would be desirable to study it further, with present limited knowledge
rather than wait for further developments.
There is a waste of creative power in our students,
often confined or destroyed, with the absence of judgment
or opportunity (71:62-7).

To experience and communicate

original thoughts and feelings represents real mental work
not just regurgitation of facts.

An environment of complete

freedom does not inspire creative activity for perceiving
ideas, concepts, and relationships with clarity and competence requires some instruction and direction.

William C.

Dell suggests that there are three levels of teaching:
(1) the informative where basic information of courses of
study is memorized and regurgitated; (2) an interesting
level wherein the basic information is made interesting by
the teacher by use of anecdotes, sense of humor, guests,
films, etcetera; and (3) the creative level where the student
is asked to have and express original thoughts and feelings
based on his experience and knowledge (71:62-7).

The latter

level is readily implimented in areas of the language arts
program.

Issues that arise from discussing and reading

literature, written and oral composition, and projects that
grow out of humanistic studies through media of that discipline all help to develop broadening and deepening appreciations that represent support of a student's understanding.
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"The prudent use of verbal explanation, expository discourse, drill, and memorization will continue to have a
qualified place in the classroom" (23:205).

The activity

allowing creative production, however, should receive
increasing emphasis as the place of original contribution
in our culture becomes more important.

The creative pro-

duct, in its close relationship to its creator, is the
externalization of something of the student's self and is a
meaningful and positive experience.

There is a shift in

emphasis from acquiring to inquiring (73:62) which necessitates inventiveness and creativity thus eliminating the
intellectual conformity achieved with drill.

While self-

direction and independence require guidance, encouragement,
recognition, appreciation, and praise enhance curiosity and
the ability to create.
It is impossible to know who the creative people are.
The statement to the affect that the highly creative child
may not have as high an I. Q. as the gifted student is
generally accepted.

In general, the high I. Q. students

tend to conform, to acquire goals which they think will lead
to material success, and to converge on the stereotype and
conventional (73:63).

The highly creative students are more

inclined to constructive non-conformity, to diverge from the
stereotype, and to place less value on material success.
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Evaluation poses a difficult problem for adult
standards cannot be imposed to examine projective techniques
that reflect the students experiences.

When students explore

creatively they should be free to evaluate their individual
and personal adequacy.

Creativity, not academic excellence,

is fostered by a broad dimension of attributes and capacities.
Expressions and responses that reveal penetration, individual
selection, and personal uniqueness are difficult to evaluate.
Creative attributes are not assessed on intelligence and
standardized tests, and they are not always characteristics
that enable a student to get along well in school.

Creativity

appears to be incompatible with success in school!

Of course

this is untrue (73:59-65).

Creativity will not thrive in an

atmosphere made dull by drill and drudgery, but it can
develop along with academic excellence, in an environment
balanced by the application of a variety of good techniques
involving freedom to question and the employment of projects
and independent study opportunities to experiment and to
adventure.
The importance of the individual teacher in promoting
and developing creativity cannot be overemphasized.

The

lack of research combined with existing educational status
quo force the teachers to strike out on their own if the
dimensions of the student's minds are to be employed.

Skill

in achieving the optimum from sense receptors, in developing
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divergent thinking, abilities, in redefining and reconstructing, in perceiving differently and analyzing, in elaborating
and inferring, in speculating, and in maintaining flexibility
can be promoted.

Literature and oral and written composition

possess the potential to sharpen senses and build feelings.
IV.

LINGUISTICS

Current curriculum studies sponsored by the NEA
indicate that during the last decade and increasingly at the
present time authorities are advocating modification of the
traditional prescriptive approach to the study of grammar.
The extent of concern for the change to a more descriptive
method of teaching is clearly one of importance.

The May,

1963 edition of the English Journal reveals that sample
curriculums are being tested in individual classrooms as well
as in programs designed for entire school districts.

These

programs, concerned with teaching the history and structure
of language, will receive careful scrutiny from teachers,
administrators and laymen.

In part, this is in response to

the basic disagreement of the goals of the English curriculum.
Are the language arts to help the student enrich his life
and improve society, or are the language arts a humanistic
discipline to be studied for practical, civilizing values
and for the love of it?
met in a unified program.

It is hoped that both goals can be
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''Modern linguistic study does not pose a question
regarding the teaching of traditional grammar but a question
regarding the traditional teaching of grammaru (4:23).

In

traditional grammar there are absolutes of right or wrong.
Advocates of the linguistic approach concentrate on the
operation of language, the outcome leading to the realization
that language is not a static, controlled exercise, but a
flexible arrangement of words and structure.

It is, as an

art form, mobile.
Edgar H. Schuster discusses research replacing
dialectic in the conflict over structural versus traditional
grammar (65:392-97).

The questions he attempts to answer

concern the effectiveness of the new grammar, the change in
student attitude, and the positive effect it has on writing.
Evaluation is difficult and generally based on opinion.
According to Schuster, there is slight evidence that the
new program is more successful for teaching modification and
there is rather strong evidence that the method is superior
in teaching the parts of speech.

In experimental classes

evaluations show that attitudes seemed to improve, particularly
as the year's study progressed.

However, the type of grammar

studied affected neither the ability to perform nor the
knowledge of functioning units.
Secondary schools, grades nine through twelve, in
Portland, Oregon have implimented a comprehensive program
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using the linguistic approach.

Evaluations and comments

made by other districts engaged in similar revisions
closely parallelled Portland's appraisal of the effectiveness of this method.

Johanne E. McMahon who teaches fresh-

man English at Washington High School in that city attempts
to measure desired student goals that the change has
effected (48:353-63).

She describes the objectives and

procedures for the course and generalizes concerning their
attainment.

Admittedly there is a measure of reasonable

validity in these anecdotal observations and records and in
the comparisons made to the outcomes gained through the
traditional approach.

She comments favorably upon the

carry-over in composition and various "fringe-benefits.u
The interests and attitudes of the students in accepting the
curriculum change were good.

Generally speaking, judgments

are favorable and the program is moderately successful.

As

is the case with most similar studies however, it is too
soon to tell, and exacting means of measuring its effectiveness have not been devised.
A complete analysis and evaluation of the linguistic
program in the secondary language arts program have not been
made.

Much of the results is incomplete or limited in terms

of generalized statements and opinions or observations.

It

is another method but that it i s ~ method is yet to be
discerned.

Although further verification is needed there is
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every indication that it provides, for the students, an
interesting and challenging change from traditional content.
Formal research showing conclusive evidence that the
descriptive method should replace our present approach is
not available.
V.

COMPOSITION EMPHASIS

An honest and fair criticism against American education is that high school students do not write as clearly,
concisely and correctly as they should (44:9-10).

The

importance of written communication in our schools and in
our society is reflected in the failures and drop outs in
high schools and colleges as well as in a multitude of other
social and economic areas.

There are various reforms voiced

by outstanding teachers offering recommendations for mastery.
G.

c.

Waterston of Brooks School, North Andover, Massachusetts

advocates and teaches the basic logical structure of the
language to discipline students' habits of exposition.

In

contrast, Richard B. Seward of Yale University, allows his
students complete freedom in daily writing and is producing
equivalent results in quality writing.

The function of good

writing is best achieved through "stabilizing the students'
world rather than (that of) reproducing, or expressing his
sensations in it" (4:163).

Harvard's Harold

c.

Martin

expresses his philosophy in this manner, adding that writing
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should be a matter of inquiry both reminiscent and exploratory, and although putting inquiry ahead of expression is
often frustrating it is a valid struggle.

These applied

philosophies concerning the correct approach to teaching
composition reflect personalities and are not based on
research.

Acknowledgment of influential variables is neces-

sary in attempting to evaluate the effectiveness of these
approaches.

Quality could easily be a result of personality

regardless of method and materials.

Inquiry concerning

sound procedures to combine with motivation is needed to
structure valid approaches to the teaching of composition.
Because there is all too frequently a sharp dichotomy
between pure and applied research it might be well to first
examine the increased emphasis on improving the quality of
English composition in secondary schools from a more exacting
standpoint.

The National Education Association is now

sponsoring a three to five year research program on the
secondary level aimed to (1) help students become independent
and self-reliant writers, (2) to offer more time to the
English teacher for teaching, (3) to provide a more sequential
composition program, and (4) to give the students individual
instructional help through conferencing.

Composition work

is done during class hours in a room well equipped with handbooks of grammar and usage, thesauri, dictionaries, composition
and rhetoric books, and other materials to aid students in
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independent writing.

Double period scheduling has been

adapted to accommodate and enhance the writing of fulllength compositions, proof-reading, revising, rewriting and
conferencing.

The processes of composition writing and care-

ful proofreading are stressed.

Days with regular length

class periods are used in developing and organizing ideas
for writing assignments.

Theme readers are used for some

corrections and assist actively in guidance in rewriting, in
conferencing, and in final corrections.

Teachers keep

informed concerning each pupil's progress by skimming themes
and correcting one-fourth of those written for each assignment.

Later in the study, using criteria for selection,

students from the experimental program are matched with those
students from control groups; teachers are matched as closely
as possible also.

Using these groups, efforts are being made

to achieve a high degree of reliability in analyzing the
program.

Hypothesis being tested include: (1) will writing

in class times be of a better quality than that done at
home; (2) will frequency in writing enhance quality; (3) with
teachers of comparable ability, what effect will theme
readers have on students composition quality; and (4) will
working in well equipped writing laboratory rooms enable
students to be better writers.
In order to place more emphasis on students• work in
composition the English teacher needs not only a lighter
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student load, but assistance with tedious and time consuming
corrections.

Grosse Points, Michigan was the first of many

secondary scho~ls to employ, on a part or full time basis,
qualified persons to correct themes.

Varying degrees of

responsibility are allotted these lay readers--from mechanical
error corrections to both mechanical and content corrections
including anecdotal comments by the reader.

These people can

be most helpful when a close working relationship and understanding exists between the theme reader and the English
teacher.

A thorough understanding of the assignment, as the

teacher has made it, is needed and when composition is
related to literature the literature should be carefully read
in advance.

After reading a set of compositions a list of

common errors and language deficiencies for each class is
made for latter use as evaluation comments and for planning
of language instruction.

Orientation and in-service meetings

serve to familiarize readers with ideas, materials, and
procedures being used.
Increasingly, emphasis is being placed on creative
writing--a difficult area to teach.

Often failure is due to

method, to materials, (the blank page is one of the best
materials), or to a basic misunderstanding of the nature of
creativity.

The principles of good writing must be taught

and the student must be made to use his head not his emotions,
while high levels of freedom insure uninhibited expression.
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Creative writing has been defined as, "an act of composition
in which the student creates a controlled dramatic voice and
an imagined world, without sacrificing the sense of logic and
reality.

The creation of this world is a process of making

concrete the personal experience of the student in the
literary form--prose or poetry" (4:80).

Critics advise

frequent use of creative writing for junior high school
students forcing them to isolate and examine their experiences.

VI.

PROGRAMM:ED LEARNING

The publication of B. F. Skinner's, "The Science of
Learning and the Art of Teaching," in 1954, marked the
beginning of a rapid increase in the adoption of programmed
instruction and teaching machines.

For the purpose of this

discussion the two will be synonymous.

The principles and

basis for effective learning through these devices are the
same; it is the program not the machine for presenting it
that is important.

11

The teaching machine is only a technique

of classroom management, whereas the programmed sequence of
ideas is a technique of instruction" (20:45-7).
It would be prudent at this point to suggest a few
cautions and limitations concerning this approach to learning
as it is compared to various traditional procedures.

In

areas such as punctuation, capitalization, and correct
grammatical selection, where the answer is relatively exact
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and measurable, these devices can be of value.

The student

can set his own pace utilizing material that is organized
sequentially with no separation of explanation and exercise.
The program is highly redundant thus developing logical
interconnections.

It is mechanical.

learning may result.

Limited purosive

According to Ralph Erickson, the

inculcation of proper attitudes, values, and appreciations
cannot be taught by machine, and there is question as to
whether the higher mental processes of abstraction, generalization, and discrimination will follow (26:183-87).
Provision for the ultimate transfer of generalized verbal
concepts to concrete non-verbal situations is questionable.
The importance of the product, rather than the process by
which the correct answer is achieved is stressed.

Not only

is there little correlation or fusion of related subjects but
this type of program assumes that all students require the
same precise course.

Materials are limited to boundaries

defined by the program itself thereby denying the opportunity
of building upon the talents of each student of providing
for individual differences.
seemingly is implied.

Quantity rather than quality

Those areas not having final answers

cannot be explored and the possibility for creative work is
lost.

In addition the essentially private nature of this

type of learning denies solution of group or social problems.
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In the matter of expediency programmed learning can
assist the teacher in tasks encountered when scheduling
problems arise, when chronic absenteeism or transfer students
require time for extra instruction, or when drill is
necessary.

It must be noted that students having academic

problems will frequently have difficulty reading machine
material.

Teachers have neither the time or training to

evaluate programs, indeed, there is no experimentally
determined criteria for examining them.
Joseph

c.

Blumenthal's English g_§.QQ and English 3200

are scientific programs in secondary grammar and usage and
do not necessitate the use of a teaching machine.

Three

Washington high school freshman groups recently experimented
with English g_§.Q.Q. (82:141, 185).

All report that student

interest and improvement in grammar were increased.

The

program was used in remedial classes and in advanced student
classes.

For the former it furnished a definite self-help

program and for the latter it suppled an over all picture.
It was agreed that this material and procedure can be used
successfully as either a suppliment or replacement to conventional materials and methods for teaching grammar (82:141,
185).
Other test groups have left unanswered or fragmentary
answers to these questions.

It is not, for example, con-

clusively known that the bright pupils progress further than
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the slow learner in the same period of time.

Studies do

suggest that machines teach fact and verbally meditated
responses as effectively as conventional procedures do
(20:46).

Inadequate integration of these facts and responses

with other classroom instruction is noted.

No adequate

histories of long continued use are available to aid in
determining long range feasibility.
In solving the dilemma of quantity-quality education,
and in view of the objectives of the language arts program,
teaching machines can supplement the efforts of the teacher.
At present there is not sufficient formal research available
to make conclusive statements in addition to this.

A careful,

analytic, and experimental approach to the use of the media
is needed to supply answers to major questions.

11

If the

machines that take over that which can be learned mechanically,
what a fine chance for the really competent English teacher
to contribute what is distinctly human" (41:401).
VII.

GROUPING

If students are not tutored individually they must be
taught in groups; these groups can be organized in such a
way that teaching can be made easier or more difficult and
in such a way that learning is more, or less, effective.

It

is not the purpose of this review to comment upon the many
organizational structures grouping can assume, or the positive
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or negative aspects of each method; it is, rather, a brief
summary of recent reports, based on the criteria set forth
at the beginning of this chapter, to survey experimentation
in the grouping of freshman English students, and a preface
to section eight that deals with team teaching which is
essentially an organizational device also.
The type of grouping that is done must depend on the
purposes for which the groups are formed and the nature of
the composition of the group itself.

The value resides in

the way it is done; .the criteria must rest on the work to
be done in the group.

"Assignment to high school English

classes on the basis of ability probably has been practiced
more frequently than in other generally required courses"
(21:210).

Usually inter-class grouping in the language

arts is on a "track 11 or "rail" basis (honors, college prep,
basic etc.), and intra-class grouping generally follows a
kind of natural interest and ability blend in relation to
the future requirements and career plans of the student.
If grouping is an organizational matter to facilitate
individual growth, then team teaching provides a somewhat
comprehensive program in itself.

An evaluation of this

procedure is to be found in the next section and will not
be discussed at this point.
A study described in the NASSP Bulletin, (March 1962)
uses a ninth grade honor group, selected on six basic
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criteria, to substantiate grouping as a desirable part of
organization.

Criteria for selection involved:

(1) I. Q.;

(2) achievement; (3) final eighth grade exams; (4) judgment
of counselor and psychologist based on objective evidence;
(5) rating and judgment of the classroom teacher; and (6)

permission of parents.

Tentative conclusions upon comple-

tion of the year's work, including a comparative study of
the honor and control groups, confirmed the hypothesis that
grouping in high school is a desirable practice leading to
better student achievement.

Other evidence showed:

(1) high

ability students perform better under grouping situations;
(2) curriculum materials for enrichment for the able students
must be kept up to date and constantly revised; and (3) talented students can have both mastery of the minimum essentials
and participate in activities of horizontal and vertical
enrichment without jeopardizing class rank.
found to contradict appraisal number one.

Evidence can be
O. L. Davis Jr.

(21:209-16) generalizes that the slow learners seem to profit
most from ability grouping and the gifted least, on teacher
evaluation as well as achievement and ability tests.

This

contradiction can be resolved somewhat by the nature and
purpose of the study as described by NASSP and by Mr. Davis'
added comment,

11

any advantage to the academically talented

children, or with other groups, comes with curricular
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differentiation, including enrichment and/or acceleration,"
(21:214) the latter which were constantly emphasized by
the teachers involved in the NASSP study.
An ability grouping program in English, grades 9-12,
was undertaken recently at Mount Si High School, Snoqualmie,
the results so far show that it works
tends to break down in scheduling.

11

fairly 11 well, but

This grouping was based

on teacher evaluation as well as achievement and ability tests.
Teachers and principals in the field generally agree
that there should be a grouping (79:18, 19).

The danger

is that teachers might feel that the group is much more
homogeneous than it really is and neglect to differentiate
for the extremes and variables that are ever present.
Success depends, in a large measure, on the attitude, understanding and acceptance of the plan by the faculty, students,
and parents; success depends to an even greater degree upon
quality teaching.
VIII.

TEAM TEACHING

"In the absence of a clear statement of principles
of teaching and learning which team teaching seeks experimentally to develop and demonstrate, one can only turn to
the literature for clues" (40:47-51).
of literature.

There is an abundance

Many observations and generalizations con-

cerning the positive elements of this approach can be noted;
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at the same time, there are those who question its worthwhileness and feasibility in consideration of the expenditures
of time, effort and expense involved.

Relatively no evidence

to substantiate its adaption because of consistently superior
outcomes is to be found.
The logic behind team teaching is that some types of
material can be presented to large groups, other educational
experiences are most effective when presented to a small group,
and in many instances there are things that can be taught
best to the individual student.

Large group instruction

is basic to team teaching because it frees teachers to make
individual and small group instruction possible.

It must be

noted that the concept of large group instruction rests upon
the assumption that the method of approach used, (lecture,
demonstration etc.), is an efficient one and that large
numbers of students are ready to learn the same thing at the
same time.

Through live or filmed lecture and demonstrations,

television or programmed learning techniques, large group
instruction can supply facts and transmit information that
would serve as the basis for follow-up small group and/or
individual study.

Introduction to units of work, explanations

of terms and concepts, demonstrations, summarizations, and
some testing are easily facilitated in the larger groups.
Thus freed from classes, other members of the team not involved in presenting the program to the large group can work
with small groups using therapy in group process and active
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discussions concerning the discovery and significance of the
subject matter.

Guidance here, and in independent study,

provides an opportunity for teachers and students to know
each other better and for the student to pursue his interests
and abilities creatively and in depth, as his skill in
generalizing and forming concepts evolves from his inquiry
and search.
Ideally, as these three groups of skilled teachers
perform within their appointed area, there is a closer
articulation in learning.

From an economic point of view,

this process avoids a duplication of teaching effort and at
the same time utilizes materials and technological equipment.
This method enables presentation of resource people, films,
or special events, of an otherwise prohibitive nature, to
motivate students by making it possible for them to hear and
see an outstanding program that can inspire and stimulate
them.

By placing demands upon individual teachers to do

research and careful preparation, this "pooling" of ideas
should strengthen the curriculum.

If communications with and

between teams, because of the frequency and intensity of
content, breaks down the curriculum is weakened.

Personal

and interpersonal relationships become a central problem
that can determine the success of any team teaching program.
If standardized tests are used to evaluate, as they
generally are, it must be remembered that they measure only
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a limited area of desired learning.

In establishing

evidence that team teaching is more, or less, effective and
efficient than the traditional approach, a problem in
evaluating the less tangible achievements arises.

What of

critical thinking, creative behavior, relationship and
application of concepts, values, and generalizations?

It is

not enough for the teacher to know; the student must be
helped to know.

Under ideal conditions team teaching does

arrange conditions which will make it possible for the student
to find his own answers.

Master teachers, modern technological

aids, clerical assistance, and good scheduling are essential
to insure the students optimum growth in skill, knowledge,
problem solving ability and work habits.
Throughout the nation many experimental, as well as
established, programs of team teaching are to be noted.
These classes in the language arts area are frequently
integrated with other areas of content.

On the freshman

level reports are of improvement in quality and. a marked
increase in interest (82:201-02, 140).

Persuasive arguments

for expanding educational opportunities through this approach
can be found in the booklet Focus ,Q.U Change, J. Lloyd Trump,
and also in a nationally publicized article by Robert H.
Anderson of Harvard {11:52-4).

Both writings cite many

studies of the plan in use in varying patterns of size and
composition.

Some broad generalizations can be made by way
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of summarization: (1) data is incomplete and tentative but
there is sufficient evidence to warrant further research;
(2) the measures of personality growth and pupil adjustment
show good results but there is no indication of superior
academic outcomes; (3) there is no area of behavioral change,
(emotional, academic, social) that has suffered because of
the approach; (4) there are slight indications that the
retarded and/or the advanced students find security and
greater stimulation in the approach; (5) it furnishes an
impetus to significant curricular improvement; and (6) comments from both teachers and students are enthusiastic.

IX.

TELEVISION

No survey of literature dealing with trends and
innovations in the teaching of the freshman language arts
program could be concluded without some reference to the
use of television in the classroom.

There is considerable

controversy within the teaching profession as well as from
parents, editors, psychologists and others concerning the
potential of this electronic device as a resource for teaching.
To itemize the arguments and evidence, pro and con,
would involve an extensive and detailed study.

A very brief

look at current research reports in general, and at experimental use in freshman English classes in specific, will
serve as a basis for this discussion.
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Generally speaking television is a somewhat neutral
medium, as the printing press is instrumental in providing
textbooks.

The value is in direct proportion to the skill

with which it is used, and therefore it is to be regarded as
a resource, not a panacea for all problems (55:392).

Equip-

ment, time and resources including master teachers and
quality programs are essential to its success, and utilization
of the television materials by the classroom teacher is fundamental to its effectiveness irregardless of the nature
and quality or the presentation.

This communication media,

offering potentials for the improvement of instruction,
does allow scheduling of a large number of students with one
teacher in charge, thus freeing other teachers, and at the
same time utilizing materials and information that would
have to be repeated in regular classrooms if it were not
covered in the large group situation.
a tool of team teaching.

It can then become

In addition to organizational

possibilities, television can offer quality learning experiences that would be inaccessible in any other media, hence
enriching and broadening the curriculum.
Arthur E. Traxler, of the Educational Records Bureau,
assisted by some of the nations foremost authorities in the
field of educational measurement and research has been
measuring the effectiveness of teaching by TV in the public
schools and reports that conventional teaching supplemented
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with large group television instruction led to as well as,
if not significantly better, learning than traditional
methods (55:393-94).

There is evidence substantiating

television as a successful device in education, and specifically in modernizing and enriching the junior high school
language arts program with curriculum and method changes
(47:132-6).

In reading improvement, composition, literature,

and in-service teacher training educational television has
provided an adequate if not improved program.
Four ninth grade language arts classes using television as a consistent resource experiment are listed in
Improvement£! Instruction 1!1, Washington Schools.

Reports

vary from, "nothing definite yet 11 to "very good 11 ; teachers
are enthusiastic and teachers show mixed feelings; students
are enthusiastic and students merely accept it.

For the

most part opinions are reserved when television is used
remedially and more encouragement is shown when it is used
to upgrade, enrich or broaden educational opportunities.
Problems persist; obtaining master television teachers
and good classroom teachers that closely relate their teaching
to the program, problems involving scheduling and equipment,
and insuring acceptance of the media by students, teachers,
parents, and public all will require further solution.

More

experimentation and research are necessary to evaluate TV
instructional effectiveness.

REVISED AND EXTENDED COURSE OF STUDY
FRESHMAN LANGUAGE ARTS PROGRAM
In recognition of a number of recent trends in the
language arts, this guide attempts to bring up to date, in
light of recent research, a revised and extended freshman
program with particular attention to improved articulation
and sequence, suggested ideas for procedures and creativity,
the inclusion of a more detailed content and the incorporation of some of the recent trends in methods, materials
and content.

Because of the many changes developing in the

field, a continuing evaluation and revision of the content
and processes inherent in English will be needed.
Scheduling of program sequence, duration of procedures,
specific materials, equipment, and references, and provisions
for able and/or less able students have been omitted from
this guide.

As individual resources and needs are evaluated,

and as programming is enforced by the administration, the
classroom teacher must manipulate these things in order to
effect optimum growth of the class in general and the individuals within it.
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LITERATURE
GENERAL COMMENTS:

IMPORTANCE, SELECTION, CAUTIONS

Never has the printed word had such importance as it has
today. The role that literature plays in curriculum is
more important than it has ever been before. Alain
Renoir states the following in an article titled 11 The
Satellites and the Teacher of Literature," (Educational
Forum, November 1959, p. 36):
"Modern man,_, desperately needs the lesson of
literature to help him see through the veil which
technology has stretched between him and the reality
of his own actions. He needs the lesson of literature to remind him that, despite the engulfing
blandness of conformity with which mass production
is inexorably surrounding him, he must strive to
distinguish the first-rate from the second-rate.
Li t_era ture, _ , can lend us eyes and ears superior
to our own when they were at their best."
It is the teacher's role then to be careful to select and
assign works that have eyes. Literature, better than
any other single discipline, can teach general truths
and values. The ideal book has eyes, is remote enough
to be meaningful, and illustrates the best aesthetic
values known to man. A caution however; teach these
books as literature. Any attempt to turn a book into
a practical illustration of a truth will detract from
that general truth. Critical reading is an all important need in a society where a free market place of
ideas is a tradition. The teaching of reading and the
teaching of literature, however are not synonymous.
Current publication of various 11 anthology-readers" for
the junior high school tend to reduce and limit the
study of literature. Criteria for selection of material
to be studied is a first consideration. If the selection does not enhance the basic goals of literature it
does not belong to this study. One cannot assume that
general reading ability is improved through practice
only with selections of literature; nor can one assume
that the desired outcomes of literature will be reached
through skill building developmental reading. A program of developmental reading should be separate and
apart from the literature section of the language arts.
There are, of course many overlapping areas, but generally speaking instruction for developing skills and for
cultivating tastes and enjoyment are not to be mixed.
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BASIC READING SKILLS:

!!1[tl SCHOOL FRESHMA.N - SKILLS

!fil2. GOALS

-Developing understanding· and application of word study;
phonics, accent, syllabication, context clues, effective dictionary use and word analysis.
-Increasing of vocabulary by using new roots and affixes,
using variant forms of newly acquired words, using context clues.
-Developing comprehension through recognizing main ideas,
use of topic sentences, key words and important details.
-Adapting reading rate to purpose and kind of material.

FUNCTIONAL READING:

fil.filL SCHOOL FRESHMA.N - .SKILLS !fil2. GOALS

-Developing the consistent use of resource materials;
atlases, periodicals, encyclopedias, Readers' Guide,
almanac, card catalogs etc.
-Increasing of interpretive oral reading.
-Reading poetry and stories to motivate original writing.
-Effective use of the organization of a book for content
understanding.
-Discovering the variation in structure of an author's
sentences according to form and purpose.

INDEPENDENT READING:

-

-

HIGH ....................
SCHOOL ..........................
FRESHMEN - SKILLS AND GOALS

-Seeking solution to personal problems through planned
and guided reading.
-Reading critically to predict outcomes, grasp implications, draw conclusions, and test validity of information.
-Establishing the habit of reading regularly for both
pleasure and information.
-Acquiring taste and selectivity in reading (variety,
difficulty, quality).

LITERATURE APPRECIATION:
GOALS

lilQ11 SCHOOL FRESHMEN - SKILLS!@

-Recognizing and appreciating different types of literature such as fiction, drama, poetry, and essay.
-Appreciating author's choice of words, use of humor,
use suspense, power of characterization, and general
style.
-Recognizing mood and purpose of author; visualizing
time, place, character and action.
-Understanding development of plot, conflicts, inferences due to planning or to chance, logical conclusions.
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DEVELOPMENTAL .....
NE......E....D.....
S !Q.

~

.ll!,

Mill

-Competency in reactional pursuits
-Understanding of self
-Understanding one's social surroundings and learning
to live successfully with one's peers
-Learning to live successfully with one's family
-Achieving academic competency
-Developing skills in communication
-Making satisfactory adjustments determined by the role
of sex
-Achieving an understanding of vocational demands
-Understanding the basic concepts of a democratic society
and one's responsibilities in relation to it
-Developing an appreciation of scientific discovery and
of life in a scientific world
SUGGESTIONS!.@ PROCEDURES
-Give balanced attention to the objectives of literature
in all genres. Develop appreciation, skills, and
understanding.
-Select materials of enduring quality and interest and
within the student's ability.
-Use anthology textbooks as a RESOURCE rather than as a
course of study.
-Use extensive individual reading as a part of the
program.
-Vary procedures and approaches as much as possible.
-Stress reading materials concerned with narration,
description, explanation, argument and portrayal of
character or emotion.
-Use technical discussions of literary types, detailed
analysis of poems, and similar procedures for the able
students.
-Help students to recognize characteristics of style
which differentiate authors: (Reduces emphasis upon
plot and turns attention to other aspects of the
author's work) Perhaps a panel discussion; 1) subject
matter, 2) theme, 3) characterization, 4) conflict,
5) author's implied philosophy. Read passages typical
of author's style.
-Help students to see characteristics of poor writing in
personal compositions: grammatical errors, use of
general terms, use of cliches, sentimentality, lack of
action, overuse of linking verb, limited vocabulary,
lack of insight into character, redundancies.
-Approach literature appreciation with an analysis of
the author's intent, a study of the situation created
in each selection, and the effect of these situations
upon the character.
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-Utilize techniques to improve reading efficiency at
the secondary level:
-Skimming to locate information quickly
-Reading for main ideas and how to locate them
-Outlining what is read to summarize in reading
-Reading to get important details to support main
ideas
-Improving vocabulary to extend meanings
-Remembering what is read to improve comprehension
-Learning to read critically to understand how
words can influence people
-Reading tables, charts, and graphs to interpret
ideas
-Improving oral reading
-Learning to appreciate good writing
-Reading, writing, and discussion interrelated: (Suggested ways)
-How do you think the main character would handle
a situation not given to this selection?
-Why didn't the main character say or do something
differently in the story?
-In view of what you know about the book character,
do you think such a personality could have acted
any other way?
-Suggest a change in one event. How might the story
have developed from this different condition?
-Discussions leading to reading of passages to
substantiate comments.
-Comprehensive questions: judgment, comparison of
character, explanation of how and why, interpretation, opinion, reproduction of ideas.
-Most important event and person and defense of
choice.
-Reasons for the action of _ _...,.._.
-An event that would have changed the fate of _ _ _ •
-What might have happened to the main character.
-How ____ would have handled

----·

Fiction
Short Story
-Characteristics (entertain, produce emotional
reaction, one setting, short period
of time, few characters, have plot,
have climax)
-Types (character, action, mystery, animal, humerous)
-Elements (theme, plot, crisis, climax, setting,
character, exposition, initial incident,
point of view)
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-Questions to consider
-Major problem of protagonist
-Kind of person author created to become involved in conflict
-How each element contributes to total effect
-Implications of outcome
-Result of conflict upon persons involved
-Draw conclusions about self and others from
experiences of story
-How parts are interwoven to create unified
story
Novel
-Characteristics (long story, realistic or highly
imaginary, characters and action
represent real life in action and
plot)
-Types (historical, romance)
Non-Fiction
Essay
-Definition - short prose author's opinion
-Types - serious, light
-Purpose - instruct, entertain, influence
Editorial
-Definition - comment on matter of current interest
-Subjects - politics, public affairs, art, morals,
manners, customs
-Purpose - to influence opinion
Biography (Autobiography)
-Definition - account of person's life by another
author (account of person's life by
self)
-Purpose - pass on to others the experiences of
people
Poetry
Importance of motivation
-Poem of humor and delight good introduction
(Junior high students often feel inhibited, thus
need for release of tension and uncertainty)
-Convince students poetry is no special language in
itself, but a language functioning at its highest
level of efficiency
-Poem is an expression of man's desires and thoughts
-Poem is a psychological experience evoking reactions
and is a subjective personal experience that is
different to all people
Appreciation and pleasure through proc-edures
-Because of nature of poetry, it can be read aloud
and read well
-Students should follow copy with eyes as it is
read (if possible)
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Drama

-Offer a poem when the time seems opportunel It
need not be a UNIT
-Good taste in selection
-Purpose or idea of author
-Opportunity to write original verse
-Clarify characteristics that lead to difficulties
in understanding
-inverted word order
-symbolism
-poetic license
-punctuation
-various types
-narrative
-ballads (literary and folk)
-lyric
-patriotic
-Memorization
-need for student to build storehouse of poetry
in own mind
-begin with limited length and increase with
poise and mastery
-some work of students own choice
-Acquaintance with terms and/or devices used in
poetry
-rhyme
-imagery
-rhythm
-figures of speech
(Oral reading)
-alliteration
-personification
-sound
-verse
-pitch
-stanza
-intonation
-free verse
-volume
-meter
-tone and attitude
Considerations
-How poetry should be studied.
-Are sensory awarenesses being developed?
-Is pleasure being given?
-What to look for.
-What is feeling when it is read.?
-What is story behind poet's idea?
-What was poet's idea?
-Does it give poise and confidence?
-Does it raise ideals?
Purpose
-A literature type wherein a· story is told in an
entertaining manner
-Social and cultural role of drama of different
periods
-View of life given by television and films
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-criteria for evaluating effective drama used
in these media
-means of increasing richness, meaning and
significance of drama of these media
-public's responsibility to quality
Considerations in reading drama
-Visualize setting and characters
-Interpret characters from dialogue and action
-Detect plot unfolding - climax
-Identify mood and theme
-Cite illustrations showing words and actions that
reveal character or passages contributing to the
understanding of character
-Original writing of dialogue
BOOK REVIEWS
REQUIRED SUPPLEMENTARY READING
GENERAL COMMENTS
In the traditional sense book reports cause both student and
teacher irritation. To the student it is usually an odious
task for credit, extra credit, or busy work. If required,
these reviews should be an integrated part of the English
curriculum and the student should realize their value and
connection with literature and composition.
Freshmen are encouraged to read from seven to nine books
selected from a variety of fiction and non-fiction. (Biography, autobiography, other non-fiction, poetry, and
fiction; historical, western, standard classical both modern
and traditional, adventure-romance, animal, sports, mysterycrime-violence, and miscellaneous) There is substancial
evidence that selection should be one of interest to the
student and guided by the teacher. Secondary students do not
go from adolescent to adult interests without guidance, and
many do not grow in appreciation but remain at a low level of
taste. Free selection most often leads only to selection of
the easiest and the shortest. ,ru Readins Interest g! Youns
People, by George W. Norvell deals in detail with reading
interests of young people in grades 7-12 and what effect, if
any, age, intelligence, and sex might have in determining
these interests. This author emphasizes that the reading habit
is fundamental to enjoyment of reading; and further, that only
by knowing the interests of students and making these material
easily accessible to them will we succeed in establishing
this reading habit.
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SUGGESTED PROCEDURES
Note:

The ideal book review not only stretches the mind of
the reader but also arouses the curiosity of the class.
Countless variations of the routine formal report can
be created. Some cumulative record should be kept,
by each student, of his reading. It is recommended
that the term book report be replaced by book review.
-Read several (3-6} reviews from suitable sources such as
~ Saturday Review, Harper's, lli Atlantic, lli
Yorker,
~'Newsweek,~ Reporter. Through discussion complete
a list of what students believe to be the characteristics
of a good review.

m

-Compile a list of characteristics mentioned by reviewers in
describing works of different authors. Write review using
list as a guide. Write
review comparing two books.

a

-Oral exploratory report. Students ~ead only until they come
across a scene or a dramatic situation which they think
would make the class eager to read the book. They orally
relate this reference using sights, sounds, movements,
colors and so on.
-A written review based on one passage only to begin with.
Later this can be extended. Adapt the questions to the type
of book that is assigned.
-An after school interview conference of teacher and student,
and/or limited group of stud.en ts.
-A group report and panel discussion.
-Change the setting and/or the times and imagine the characters
in this change. How would these changes affect the characters and plot?
-Write anecdotes from books - the story they had to tell,
the ideas they had to present, the style in which they were
written.
-A panel discussion. Three chairmen selected to direct
discourse; (1) factual information gained, (2) philosophies
of life expressed, (3) examples of successful living that
young people might gain or profit from. Ten minutes allotted
for conferences of chiarman and members, then the chairman
presents resume' of conference and asks certain members to
amplify significant ideas through using brief explanations
and illustrations from the book.
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-Groups of students, five or six to groups to the class,
appoint a chairman for each one. The chairman guides an
informal discussion and questions and answers. The members
choose the best report. These reports are share with the
class. This method offers a spirit of rivalry, and a variation and help to non-book-minded students and honors alike.
It helps to overcome student's reluctance to talk before
the entire group.
-Select a well known actor or actress to play a character and
explain why the selection was made.
-Explain why your actions would have been different from the
characters actions.
-In a biography:
-Contrast the hero with a contemporary personality in
the same field.
-Change the time. How would the community look upon
this individual in a different period of history?
-What characteristics did he have that are present in
most successful men and women?
-Imagine yourself living then. Select an incident from
your life and write it as it would have occurred then.
-A critical analysis of author's presentation of the
main character. Has he portrayed the subject in a
life like manner? Develop criteria to judge the
individual's biography and use it to criticize the
character study.
-In an historical novel make a cursory study of historical
period. Determine the authenticity of the author's
portrayal.
WRITING COMPOSITION

- ----------

GENERAL COMMENTS AND CONSIDERATIONS

Teachers probably have less success in composition than
anything else. It takes time, 11 know-how 11 , patience,
and energy. Composition calls for active motivation-real situations from the students experience, best
supplied when the student is eager to relate something.
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The task of the teacher is to arouse the student to
want to communicate! The following serve as a brief
survey of points to consider in an approach to
composition:
-Time to do more writing
-Daily practice
-Encourage use of the composition process
-Encourage use of proofreading process
-State definite directions
-Avoid dullness - keep things moving
-Give latitude in choice in selecting topics
-Have other (themes, essays etc.) examined as a
guide to good work
-Offer incentive for good work
-Many short compositions and fewer longer ones
-Teach greater accuracy to slow student
-First writing only embryonic - revision a must
-Use student ability to discover and correct own
errors
-Use group discussions to analyze and discuss
improvement (opaque projector)
-Be specific in how you are going to grade (how
much for content, how much for mechanics)
COMPOSITION PROCESS
I.

MEANINGFUL TOPICS FOR WRITING:
Ideas and opinionsdrawn from experiences and observations:
-Utilize displays, films, objects of art, music,
records, literature, and various activities
-Write about what is seen and heard, how people
look, how they feel, how they act and what they
say
-Personal experiences, incidents, anecdotes
-Explanations, how to sit down, how to draw a
straight line, etc.
Covers of magazines can stimulate thought:
-Starting point for simple plot invention and
brid.ge gap between personal experience and imagination
-For story writing can be basis for questions:
What is place of story? What does scene have to
do with story? Does picture suggest beginning,
climax or ending of story? Who are the characters?
What do they say? What happened? Why?
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-Personal ideas with keystone sentences:
I'd go there again tomorrow if I could.
I just had to tell someone or burst.
I can remember it as though it were yesterday.
Why, it's the greatest thing that ever happened
to me.
Boy, did that hand them a laugh!
I thought they'd never go home.
My father often says to me: 11 _ _ _ _ 11
He has no one to blame but himself.
I'll never hear the end of it.
What a spoiled brat!
I don't like to be mean or catty, but ____ •
I never want to see him (her) again as long
as I live.
Don't be like that1
If I were my parents_.,...,,..____ •
Social problems as a spur to intelligent thought:
-Should the most intelligent be the rulers?
-How is the good of each individual bound up with
the good of all?
-What W:ill the world of tomorrow be like?
-What should the world of tomorrow be like?
-Should aged workers be pensioned off to make way
for younger ones?
-Should parents be fooled some of the time?
-Should military training be voluntary or compulsory?
-Should there be more or fewer happy endings in
films?
-What this country needs is ______ •
-How can America help humanity?
Cartoons as a basis for composition:
-New vocabulary, caption
-Foreground - background
-Caricature, satire, symbolism, legend
-Criticism
-Emotional appeal
Sensory experiences:
-Hearin§ (jazz, symphony, animal sounds, silence,
11 house
sounds)
-Smelling (perfume, sweet odors, acrid smokes,
pungent smells)
-Feeling (hear-cols, fanning wind, snake, new
kitten, sand-paper)
-Tasting (lollipop, new or foreign food, yesterday's
fried egg)
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II.

III.

IV.

V.
VI.

NOTE TAKING:

=:ae'cora source of material

Author
Book
-Enclose direct quotes in quotation marks and indicate
page
-Allow one topic per card
-Include only words or phrases that give key to what you
want to note
-Indent sub-points
ORGANIZATION AND PLANNING:
-Ideas and details into logical sequence - introduction
body, conclusion
-Tentative outline for writing plus additional data
needed for developing thought
-Types of outlines - (sentence, topical)
-Plan:
I. Main Topic
A. Sub-topic
1. Details
a. Supporting details
-Form: Capitalize first words
All topics begin with same part of speech
Period after each number and letter
At least two points for each sub-division
of topic
Indentations clear and distinct
Each topic related to central thought
-Outline ideas logically, do not stop to puzzle
over technicalities
-Content important - it is necessary to have something to say
-Organization is essential - Clarity must come
first
SENTENCE STRUCTURE:
-Variety
-Mechanics
-Clarity of thought
-Vocabulary - spelling
FIRST DRAFT
PROOFREAD: ORGANIZATION - FORM - MECHANICS:
-Develop criteria with class:.
Interesting content
Correct spelling
Legible handwriting
Appropriate punctuation
Attractive form
-Be sure that student knows: the areas and skills they
are proofreading for and that they have been taught
these skills
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-Encourage students to establish the habit of proofreading
-Standards used are added or changed as work progresses
during the year
-Review symbols in proofreading
-Techniques:
·
Independent (individual) own work
Independent (individual)someone elses' work
Individual - teacher conference
As a class
As a group (committees)
-What to observe:
Content:
Organization:
Sequence of ideas
Good beginning sentence
Good ending, closing, sentence
Unity in composition and paragraphs
Sentence structure:
Completeness, not mere phrases or clauses,
not run-on
Clearness
Smoothness, not choppy, not tangled with
phrases
Vocabulary:
Monotonous choice of words
Inaccurate use of certain words
Lack of knowledge of words vs. rich,
meaningful, precise
Mechanics:
Capitalization, all rules
Punctuation, all rules
Form:
Margin
Title - space
Indentation
Penmanship: cursive writing of small and
- capital letters, neatness, legibility,
speed, alignmenti closings, endings,
stems, size, slant, margins, p0stures,
spacing
VII. REVISE:
For content and performance
Strengths and weaknesses
VIII. REWRITING:
IX. EVALUATIONS AND/Q! CORRECTIONS fil TEACHER AND/Q!
STUDENTS
-Direct teaching of language skills allocated as need
.arises
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X.
XI.

-Remember evaluations made are to teach, not to grade
-The grade is information, not something to be.earned
-Evaluation in ,writing requires comments on strengths
and weaknesses
-Evaluation is to encourage the student to write more
and to feel good about writing
-Evaluation should require the student to do some
revision
FURTHER REVISIONS IF NECESSARY
F..I.l'lU REWRITING
Writing is not to be done and forgotten. A developmental
program in composition involves constant evaluation and
review of progress. In view of this it would be prudent, if possible, to keep a folder or notebook for each
student compiling chronologically his writing. It
serves many purposes for other students and parents,
but most specifically it serves the student as a comprehensive survey not only of his writing but of his
thinking.

PARAGRAPHS:
Note: Because of the increased emphasis on writing, the
following is the minimum number of paragraphs suggested
per semester; 9th grade 7-9, according to the ability
of the student. Various methods of evaluating some of
these paragraphs may be used, is readers are not available to aid in avoiding tedious corrections by the
teacher; for example, committee evaluation, oral student
evaluation (opaque projector may prove helpful),
individual student evaluation, etc. Some of these
paragraphs should be returned for revision.
Types to be developed:
-Narrative
-Descriptive
-Expository
Comparison and contrast
Illustration and definition
Details
Examples
Suggested procedures:
Note: Short unit writing (paragraph) can be applied
to larger expository writing. Considerable attention
should be given in the junior high school.
Stimulate INTEREST, THOUGHT, and PERCEPTION
on the part of the student. Students need help in
"having something to say." If you can evoke a
reaction based on a self analysis of why this
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reaction exists - then they have material to use.
In order to react, they must perceive! This perception can include smell, sounds, sights, tastes
and feelings leading to emotional and7or sensual
experiences. Freshmen students need to explore
these experiences and enjoy doing so. For example;
an unusual or controversial object such as an artifact~ painting, recording, photograph, or object
of art viewed without comment by anyone, might
stimulate unique and varied individual reactions.
Five minutes might be allowed for students to jot
down these reactions. Through carefully directed
discussion an exchange of experience could
stimulate the less perceptive to see more fully and for the more creative a chance to define and
share, thus establishing interest, stimulating
thought and increasing depth of perception.
If physically expedient, the teacher might,
without explanation or comment 11 walk 11 the class
outdoors and about the block - or through a
science laboratory, a manual arts room, or perhaps
the library. Upon returning use five minutes to
describe, on paper, the sights, sounds, smells,
or whatever sense perception was appropriate to
the occasion. Use this as a basis for discussion
to enhance interest, thought and perception.
Lists can be made on the board as to general
impressions or tones created by the students, or
descriptive woids and phrases that could be used.
A modest outline by pupil suggestion could follow.
By jotting sentences, first, second, third, etc.
and discussion, vividness, interest, diction,
accuracy of detail, appropriateness to impression,
clarity, transitional expressions, and unity of
paragraph can be explored. Special attention to
the topic sentence as a unifying force should be
given; the concluding sentence reflects the topic
sentence while summarizing.
Rewrite the arrangement of ideas so that they
are coherent, subordinating the less important
ideas. With this stimulation, and illustration
by example, the procedure might be one of individual
performance and evaluation - preferably with a new
topic to provide new individual expression.
Be careful to demand that students follow the
composition process, including careful proofreading,
revision and rewriting before the final work is
submitted.
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Procedures and methods may vary as mastery
and confidence are gained. The importance of the
student having ideas and reactions and wanting to
express them cannot be overemphasized. The
mechanics of perfecting paragraph writing follow.
LETTER WRITING
SOCIAL: A friendly letter to a real friend or relative
-Rough draft, proofread, copy in ink, use envelope
and stamp and mail it!
-Autobiographical letters of likes, dislikes, preferences in cultural activities, and family trails,
personal ambitions or hobbies
-Pen pals
-To teachers concerning an evaluation of the course
and the students' relationship to that course
-Note writing - invitation and thank you
BUSINESS: -Information:
-Write to a college or a special school you might
like to attend. (See~ American College
Dictionary)
-Ask for a catalog and pictures; use these items
after discussion for bulletin board in relationship to orientation unit.
-Write a neat business letter to a company in whose
work you are interested. Ask if they would be
willing to let you see an application form,
explaining the situation, that it is for discussion
in English orientation class. Then compare
questions and forms and practices in completing
them.
-Subscription to a magazine:
-Change of Address:
-Order ietter: Request free materials (Pocketbook
lQQl Valuable Things~ #2, Bantam Books 25 cents)
-Write telegrams:
-Apply for position: (Perhaps from a newspaper ad)
Illustrate the principles of good composition:
Theme, sentence, outline major points and details,
expand it convincingly - clearly and completely,
impressive ending.
EXPOSITION:
Introduce expository writing with defnintion, explanations and discussion, keeping all general comments and
considerations in mind. Emphasis should. be made on why
this form of composition is important to junior high
school students and what use they have for it:
To discuss ideas
To express opinions
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To
To
To
To
To

report observations, reading, or experience
explain how to do or make something
give directions
give or ask for information
write letters of application

CREATIVE WRITING:.
Creative writing forces the student to isolate and
examine his own experiences, as against analyzing the
experiences of others or expressing opinions -- it forces
him to evaluate his own self. Frequent use of creative
writing at the freshmen level is advocated to aid the
individual student in meeting desired behavioral changes
for his age group. The processes involved in forming
ideas, concepts, understandings and generalizations
enhance his development and growth. Creative writing
is not an emotional expression, but rather, one based on
analytical thought and imagination. Students should be
encouraged to use fresh, vivid, appropriate and figurative language. Perhaps a picture could be shown and
students asked to observe and comment (phrases or
sentences) upon a detail - perhaps a facial expression,
the texture of an object. Imitation of the style of
some noted author is a device used sometimes, with of
course the cautions that it be limited in use. A
personal essay in which the narrative element is likely
to be dominant, using experience plus emotions plus
meaning technique. If students are sensative about
reading or sharing their own compositions for constructive criticism by the class, rather than risk a
rebellious atti tud.e, suggest to them that they assume a
pseudonym or other identification method to use throughout the term.
GOALS (WRITING)
-To be able to write complete, varied, concise and
logical sentences.
-To increase proficiency in d.eveloping unified, coherent,
and logically arranged paragraphs and/or series of
paragraphs.
-To gain skill in written communications through personal
imaginative writing.
-To increase skill in expressing ideas in a factural
expository manner.
-To increase skill in writing business and social letters.
-To enhance critical thinking, concepts, ideas, and
generalizations through writing.
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SPEAKING AND ORAL COMPOSITION
TYPES OF EXPRESSIONAL ACTIVITIES
CONVERSATION
-Participation (social group)
-Starting conversation
-Keeping conversation alive
-Rules for good conversation
-Types
-Values
-Topics
INFORMAL DISCUSSIONS
Note: This is often the neglected, unplanned part of
class, ubiquitously attached to most assignments. It is not, however, meant to be a time
filler; it is an indespensable medium for
sharing ideas and settling differences. It
involves ENTHUSIASM, RESPECT, AND CURIOSITY.
A teacher should define all that is to be
accomplished and avoid monotony in attaining
these goals.
Criteria - nature of discussion and conditions
making discussion effective.
-All students actively participate
-Interest of student key to success in
discussion
-Topics should be of interest and timely and
of an unresolved nature
-Informed group is necessary in order to
resolve more than mere opinion (probe depth
of problem)
-Knowledge and reason employed by students,
not ~motion and prejudice
-Importance of listening as well as speaking
Source of discussion contributions
-Observation
-Personal experience
-Reading
-Mass media
Kinds of discussion contributions
-Factual
-Illustrative
-Synthesis
-Comparison/contrast
-Summarizing statements
Responsibilities of discussion leaders
GROUP DISCUSSIONS
The open forum (formal - informal)
-Chairman and not more than six members
-Chairman leads general discussion after
members present speeches
-Parliamentary procedure
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Round table discussion
-Group seated to discuss problem among
themselves
-May or may not be rehearsed
-Spontaneity preserved as much as possible
Panel discussion
-Group speakers who discuss problem among
themselves
-Do not address audience
-Content emphasized
-Audience included at end
DRAMATIZATIONS
BRIEF TALKS AND REPORTS
Types -Explaining
-To secure request (reason, importance,
circumstances)
-To interest and inform
-Directions
-Instructions
-Personal memoranda
-Story telling and/or to entertain
-Narrating
-Persuading others
-Poetry
-Resource reports
-Gather and screen materials from
various sources
-Bibliography
-Procedure: topic selection, research
of topic, outline, write, revise and
present
MECHANICAL COMMUNICATIONS {radio, television, telephone)
TOPICS
Those currently appropriate in terms of each particular
class:
-Allow student to talk about himself
-Talks using illustrative materials
-Local points of interest
-Explaining what author meant
- 11 I take myself too seriously"
-"Little things discourage me"
-"I lose my temper quickly"
-"What do I believe about happiness? 11
-"What do I believe about cheating?"
-"What do I believe about success ? 11
-"What do I believe about truth?"
-"Human nature can be changed"
-"Is lying sometimes justified? 11
-"Money is the root of all evil"
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OBSERVATIONS
CONTENT
-Organlzation and unity
-Sticking to the point
-Sequence of sentences - ideas
-Good beginning sentence
-Good ending sentence
-Purpose and suitability of subject
-Sentence structure and grammar
-Vocabulary and Pronunciation
-Interesting content
-Logic
-Consistent and representative
-Reliable and accurate
-Objective
-Current
-Argument lack errors
-Emotion
-Inherent in speech (not fabricated)
-Sincere and appropriate
-Personal persuasion
-Factors aid and/or hinder effectiveness
-Speakers personality effect (enthusiasm and
interest of speaker)
MECHANICS
-Voice
-Loud enough so all can hear
-Avoid meaningless sounds between words and
sentences
-Distinct enunciation
-Pleasant tone and variations to avoid
monotony
-Articulation
-Posture
-Poise
-Directness
ATTENTION AND RESPONSE OF CLASS
GOALS
-To differentiate, appreciate, and participate in various
types of conversation
-To increase understanding of values of good speaking
-To increase appreciation of prose, poetry, and drama
through oral activities
-To practice intelligent participation in organized
meeting and discussions
-To know and use constructive criteria by which
improvement in speech can be measured
-To be able to recognize and appreciate the proper
relationship between content and delivery
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-To recognize the value and responsibilities of the
committee chairman and the group member
-To understand the role of logical and co-operative
discussion in a democratic society
LISTENING AND OBSERVING
SUGGESTED PROCEDURES:
Draw accurate, unbiased word portraits of fellow students
-Select, from the class, a student about whom you
later would like to do a personality sketch.
-Observe for one week, keeping a list of facts.
-Write one or two page description emphasizing
(with verbs and nouns, or selected area):
-Describe first impressions or outstanding
traits or interesting details
-How the person starts work, follows directions
etc.
-Comment on customary manner, relaxed-boredeager, etc.
-Select and recount some incidents which
illustrate the individual qualities of
personality
EFFECTIVE LISTENING INVOLVES:
Getting the main point
Noting general organization and development
Noting the qualities contributing effectiveness
Noting any contradictory points or slovenly thinking
Noting any parts that are non-relevant
Noting your emotions being played upon the expense of
your reason
Noting open mindedness (evidence of)
STRESS LISTENING AND OBSERVING COURTESIES, HABITS, AND SKILLS

IN:

Listening and observing for information
Listening and observing for enjoyment and appreciation
Listening and observing for critical evaluation
GOALS:
To increase perceptiveness and comprehension by using
good listening and observing habits in order to: follow
directions and instructions, broaden cultural background, promote character development, develop an
appreciation of good humor, evaluate critically delivery
and content and to interpret creatively.
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GRAM.t\1.AR
GENERAL COMJ.'.IBNTS:
Enticing students to write, with little or no
emphasis on grammar, could, under given circumstances,
be conceivable, but not to the exclusion of the traditional discipline entirely, for it involves the principles that give mobility to language. Knowledge of
good English is obtained through teaching not induction;
understanding the principles as well as usage enable
the student to be critical and only in this way can he
evaluate and refine his English. Imitation and induction are too limited and inconvenient in themselves-some theoretical knowledge of grammar is necessary.
By the ninth grade students should have a fair understanding of single phrasal patterns and at least be
acquainted with the parts of speech, or form classes
and structure groups. The emphasis should now be on
patterns more than terminology. Stress tense, agreement, reference and phrasal patterns. The slower the
student the less reliance is put on grammatical
generalizations and classifications for generally it
will not help him to improve. A creative approach to
the teaching of grammar is suggested whenever possible;
that is, any teaching device that calls into play the
use of the unique student's language resources to
dramatize a grammatical principle. ANYTIME A STUDENT
APPLIES A FREE WORD CHOICE OF PHRASE FROM HIS OWN
EXPERIENCE TO A PROBLEM IN GRAMMAR, HE IS USING A
CREATIVE PATTERN.
PROCEDURAL SUGGESTIONS:
-Each year review what has been taught in the past,
being careful not to isolate grammar from its application
-Note most frequent errors; when convenient teach to
them thus ensuring teaching where and when needs are
imminent
-Upon returning papers, spend a few moments discussing
errors; it involves only a few minutes and it is a
valuable procedure in terms of outcomes
-Beware of workbooks that do not carry over into
application
-REQUIRE THE-STUDENT TO APPLY THE PRINCIPLE WITH HIS
OWN LANGUAGE rather than merely making a choice or
correcting a sentence. For exam~le,
-(possessives - contractions)
Use THEIR AND THERE correctly in one sentence
Use the possessive of (it) and the contraction
of (it is) in one sentence
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-Write a sentence fragment, then show how it is
completed
-Write an example of a run-together sentence, then
rewrite it in better form
-Write a sentence opening it with an adverbial
clause
-Write a sentence opening it with a prepositional
phrase used as an adjective
-Make usage drills more indelible with REALISTIC usage
drills linked with SELF EXPRESSION. For example,
-Answer in complete sentences, properly punctuated
and capitalized:
-What is your favorite day of the week?
vegetable? poem?
-What town (city), county and state were you
born in?
-What is the color of your house (use possessive of it)?
-Opening with an adverbial clause, write a
sentence about something that happened to
you yesterday.
COURSE BOUNDARIES:
SENTENCE:
-Relate the grammatical elements to the improvement of style. Working with one sentence, shift
and add and subtract words in experimentation.
The students sense of style sharpens and becomes
· conscious of smooth and awkward rhythms, of
varied openings, of subtle changes in meaning
induced by a single change in word position.
For example;
-Take simple sentence
-Add adverb (which liveliest, clearest choice?)
-Where is it placed most advantageously?
-How do you improve the sentence to make the
meaning more exact?
-Add a prepositional phrase to answer where
or when.
-Is the sentence too long and cumbersome now?
-Sit in one spot, at home, tonight--and listen for
sounds. (At least five). Write them down using
good "sound" verbs, nouns, adjectives, adverbs.
(The same could be done for smells, tastes etc.)
-Try a game· of comparison or matching of original
similes. (Some students write them, others match
them. Group work is effective here. For example,
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-The high plateau was like ____ •
-The fragile vase fell with a crash like
-The rain fell like ____ •
-The fields from the plane looked like
Match: a. wind chimes on a gusty d.ay
b. scattered pot holders
c. a vast table
d. a string of diamonds
PARTS OF SPEECH:
NOUNS:
-Name words, compound, number (singular plural), kind (common - proper), gender
(feminine, masculine, neuter), use (subject,
object of preposition, predicate complement,
direct and indirect objects, direct address,
oppositive, gerund), case (nominative objective), abstract, collective, rules for
plurals, noun clause, infinitives as nouns
PRONOUNS:
-Kinds and uses
VERBS:
-Auxiliary, regular, irregular, tense, transitive and intransitive, voice and mood,
agreement, verbals, troublesome verbs
CONNECTIVES:
PUNCTUATION:
-Period: end of declarative and imperative
sentence, abbreviations, number and letter
in outline, initials, roman numerals, after
author and title in bibliography
-Comma: dates, city and state, words in series,
in a letter, yes and no, between last and
first names, direct address, direct quotation,
after pages in reference, oppositives, interrupters, interjections, adverbial clauses,
non-restrictive clauses, and parenthetical
items
-Quotation marks: Direct quotations, set off
or distinguish word or letter, titles of
articles, when quoting a line, interrupted
quotations requiring two sets, quotation
within a quotation
-Exclamation mark: Sudden and strong feeling,
after interjections
-Question mark: After d.irect question,
interrogative quotation
-Apostrophe: Possessives, contractions, letters
or number symbols to denote plurals

---·
----·
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-Hyphen: Words at end of a line (division),
compound words, combine words in single
adjective
-Semi-colon: Between two clauses of compound
sentence not joined by a comma, preceding as
(namely or thus)
-Colon: Formally introduce word list, statement, series, salutation business letter,
between numbers denoting time
-Dash: Sudden change or break in sentence,
used to indicate omission of words
CAPITALIZATION:
-Proper nouns, beginning sentences, initials,
letters I and O, days of weeks and months,
first word in direct quotation, adjective
derived from proper noun, some abbreviations, names of deity, special holidays,
titles of stories, addresses, letter closing,
every line of poetry, important historical
events, labels
GOALS:
-To recognize, understand, and refine a functional
knowledge of language terms and structure as described
in the ninth grade grammar course boundaries.
-Through understanding the principles as well as the
usage of our language give mobility to communication.
-To enhance mobility and. appreciation in communication
through an understanding of the principles as well as
the usage of language.
-To utilize creative application of grammar and rhetoric
in enlarging and refining language skills.
VOCABULARY
SEMANTICS
SKILLS IN VOCABULARY DEVELOPMENT
Useof context clues (sight vocabulary):
-Meaning from whole selection
-Anticipating meaning
- 11 Does this make sense? 11
Picture clues
Configuration clues: (important to this level)
-Discriminate between forms and patterns
-Notice similarities and differences in form
Phonetic analysis:
-Familiarity with speech sounds
-Visual-auditory perceptions
-Diacritical marks
Structural analysis:
-Syllabic units
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-Basic words
-D.eriva ties
-Prefixes, suffixes, roots
-Accents, primary and secondary
Use of glossary:
Dictionary usage:
-Definitions
-Pronunciations
-Spelling
-Parts of speech
-Synonyms, antonyms, homonyms
METHODS OF DEFINING WORDS
LogTcal method:
-Primary tool to begin. defining concrete words
(chair) and move to abstract (love)
-State definition avoiding words of emotional
involvement or opinion
Use of synonym
Descriptive
Illustration
Comparison
Homonym
Contrasting meaning
CONSIDERATIONS IN ENLARGING VOCABULARY
-Daily process in listening and reading
-Associate written word with something student knows
-Recognize word as a whole - then large components finally syllables or phonograms
-Compare words that are similar to others
-Discuss other meanings of words and select ones
appropriate to subject area
-Suit the difficulty of the words to the ability of the
class and the number of words given at one time
-Frequent opportunities for review should be provided
-After a word is taken out of context, analyzed,
explained, associated, it should then be put back into
a phrase or sentence
-It is helpful to students to build word lists for noteboolcs
-Use a variety of techniques, games, projects, drills,
etc.
-Use familiar words in nEW context - refinement
-Shape and compare difinitions to develop a more mature
outlook
-Persistently generalize, then ask how generalization
would be challenged, tested, and qualified.
-Show weaknesses of generalizations
-Practice constructive and destructive replies
-Use of tone of voice to influence meaning
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GOALS
-To enlarge and refine writing, reading, and speaking
vocabulary
-To increase proficiency of dictionary goals
-To increase originality in word choice
SPELLING
GENERAL COMMENTS: (Unique problems to this level)
-High school represents last chance to improve
-No regular "classes in spelling"
-High school teachers generally have no training in
teaching of spelling
-Adults judge schools and teachers by written work of
students
-First recognize that weakness may jeopardize college
-Limited time to teach
-Hundreds of new words
-High school students called upon to write even more
than ever before
GENERAL PROCEDURE SUGGESTIONS:
-Count errors technique to prove spelling can be improved,
quickly
-Importance (point out)
-Stimulate pride in good spelling
-Stimulate interest (development - origins)
-Understand individual needs and help (actively) these
students
-Deal with most common errors in spelling
-Make efforts of students in improving worthwhile
-Know word you plan to teachl
-Provide for individual differences
-Set and hold high standards
-Teach proofreading to detect and correct errors
-Teach use of dictionary
-Teach structural analysis to make spelling easier
-Stress correct pronunciation to make spelling easier
-When opportunity arises use: word roots, origins,
derivatives, word families, division of words,
homonym, capitalization, prefixes, suffixes, plurals,
possessives
-Vary techniques of teaching for effectiveness and
interests and do not harp on spelling errors to the
point of irritation
-Copying a word has limited value (writing ten times to
learn)
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GOOD HABITS TO TEACH:
-Learn to copy correctly
-Always proofread
-Consistent use of dictionary to check errors
-Applying spelling analysis to words
-Think in terms of configuration
GENERAL CONTENT:
-Spelling text, subject matter, students written work,
commonly used lists
-How to spell
-Method to avoid misspelling
-Difficult words
-Contractions and possessives
-Compound words
-Homonyms
SKILLS AND CONTENT:
WOR])MEANINGS:

Match words to definition, words with
more than one meaning, words in context,
puzzles, synonyms, antonyms, homonyms,
heteronyms, sentence sense
PHONETIC SKILLS: Vowel sounds, recognizing and using
rhyming, pronunciation, digraphs and
diphthongs, confusing words, accents,
finding words and meanings
ENGLISH SKILLS: Capitalization, punctuation, parts of
speech
PRACTICE IN DIFFICULTIES: FAILURE TO SEE:
Sequence of letters,
silent letters, letters
not in agreement with
common sounds, letters
representing sounds
difficult to hear, failure
to distinguish words that
sound alike
FAILURE TO HEAR:
Correct vowel and consonant sounds, failure to
know letter or letters
combinations that make
particular sounds, failure to distinguish words
that are something alike
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FAILURE TO HAVE AND APPLY
KNOWLEDGE:

Spelling phonics (word
building principles of
plurals-verb tensedropping finale - and
doubling final consonant ending in forming
participles), language
rules (capitals, compound words, contractions
possessives, abbreviations
hyphenated words, homonyms)

FAILURE TO WRITE LEGIBLY:

Inability to make all
letters of the alphabet,
confusion in writing
letters, careless formation of letters, failure to write at speed
normal for age and group

GOALS:

-To realize vocabulary building ls a constant process
-To be alert to new words in and out of school
-To realize the importance of good, effective spelling
in all walks of life
-To accept the responsibility for mastering correct
spelling of words from the text, subject matter and
written work

LIBRARY
FOR RESEARCH
-

Outlining
-See Course Guide section outlining writing
-Begin use of sentence outline
Note taking
-See Course Guide section note taking writing
-Read and organize from several sources
Bibliography
-Multiple author form
-Magazine and encyclopedia form
Unabridged dictionary
-Proper names and persons
-Characters in books
-Mythological references
-Places
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Poetry and other anthologies
Special types of indexes as available
. The Book
-bibliography
-care
-title page
-index
-table of contents
-section headings
-maps
Encyclopedias
-Qualifications
-Special encyclopedias
-When to use
-Buying encyclopedias
Classification and card catalog
-Dewey Decimal System to class number
-Call number
-Card catalog
Reader's Guide to Periodical Literature
Other reference works - histories, reviews, pamphlets,
visual aids, verticle files
FOR ENJOYMENT AND APPRECIATION
Variety -Nature of junior high students - time of exploration, spontaneity and ever changing character
Range
-Wide range of reading abilities demands adequate
collection
Quality
-As interests fluctuate, surround students with
material of learning
Free reading
-See Literature reference to book reviews
SUGGESTED PROCEDURES
-Assign book or series of reference books. Browse for
general impressions. Arrangement, kind of information
included, amount of detail given, table of contents,
preface, introduction are noted. Notes are taken.
Oral reports to the class are given. (Brief) A written
report is then submitted. It includes; (1) purpose of
reference, (2) field or fields covered, (3) arrangement
of material, (4) effectiveness of reference, (5) a
brief example of kinds of information supplies, and
(6) circumstances under which students might use
reference work.
-Suggested procedure for periodical research. Selection
of topic of interest. Allow student free choice
selecting topic from a pre-checked list. (Check for
availability of references). Briefly review the
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procedure of Reader 1 s Guide use. Selection of suitable
and appropriate periodicals by the students. Note
taking including bibliography. Report, oral or written.
Follow composition as directed in Course Guide writing
section.
-Research using all sources of references.
GOALS
-To enhance skill in -comprehensive use of the library and
its contents. What the resources are, where they may
be located and how to use these materials.
ORIENTATION
This program is a two to three week unit at the ninth
grade level which provides the student with the opportunity
to become more familiar with his abilities and to develop
better self-awareness and understanding. During this time
much individual attention is given the student in planning
his future education. Although the social studies department
initiates the major portion of the program there is much that
can be done, with co-operative planning, in utilizing the
language arts class to refine and enrich this unit. The
importance of, and student interest in this area warrants the
additional time for correlating the content and skills
involved. The following list suggests a few topics or problems that might be pursued through research techniques,
speaking, composition, and literature:
-What are character traits that contribute to pleasing
personality?
-What are qualifications for getting along with others?
-How can one become a good member of a family and
communl-ty?
-How do literature and music contribute to development
of a pleasing personality?
-What are outstanding personality traits of some of the
famous men and women of history? How do these traits
contribute to greatness? Which of these traits do you
have? Which do you lack?
-What are the factors governing a person's success?
-What kinds of information is needed in choosing a
vocation?
-How can language skills that are needed for successful
careers be acquired?
-How can students select courses that will help them in
their future plans?
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-What fields are open to students?
-What training is needed in these fields?
-What new ideas have you gained from your reading?
-Divide into groups to investigate jobs junior high
school people can hold. Use interview, research,
reports, and discussions as techniques to ascertain
qualities and preparations necessary for jobs as well
as expected outcomes.
-Through various techniques explore meaning and importance of the following and also the implications these
things have upon the individual and his role in society:
-Enthusiasm for ideas
-Loyalty to "people"
-Co-operation in groups
-Acceptance of majority of decisions
-Courteous in attitudes
-Strives to do best
-Shoulders own responsibility
-Punctual
-Willing to work
-Self reliant
-Utilizes time
-Completes work
-An analysis of vocational choice:
-History of the vocation
-Occupational trends
-Duties and qualifications
-Ways and cost of preparation
-Methods of entering
-Working conditions and salary
-Advantages and/or disadvantages
-Vocations:
-Professions
-Service occupations
-Workers in fields
-Finding one's place
The nature of the concepts to be developed for this unit
are frequently more easily handled by the language arts than
the social studies. It would be advisable however, to consult
with that department before planning in order to avoid any
duplication. These concepts include:
-A respect and appreciation of the worth of the
individual
-An understanding of human behavior in terms of why
people do what they do in an attempt to satisfy their
needs, both social and as an individual
-Self improvement in good manners that reflect the
desire to be considerate and thoughtful of our fellow
men
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TESTING
The question of testing and evaluation will not be
discussed in this quide; any attempt to examine the matter
would involve a lengthy discourse.

It would be well, however,

at this point, to note briefly the importance and place of
some essay type tests as part of a language arts program.
If this discipline, as the guide indicates, deals with
ideas and critical thinking which are products of observation,
experience, and reading,--if it is concerned with communication and composition, attitudes, appreciations and habits
of thinking, then objective testing serves little purpose
in evaluating growth and predicting future plans for development.

The essay test does show students 1 ability to cor-

relate and organize material and to present it in finished
form.

Grades can be based on performance as well as content.

Planning of a practical, balanced testing program is not to
be left to chance; it is not only a means of finding out what
a student knows, but is a splendid teaching device.

CHAPTER IV
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS OF THE STUDY
I.

SUMMARY

Research has not been influential in shaping programs
and teaching although the trend toward publication of English
programs that are more broadly conceived in content and
instructional method is evident.

The implimentation of such

programs in the classroom is not discernable.

Much research

is unrelated to practical application or it serves only to
reinforce the obvious.

To the end that it is, in part, the

language arts' responsibility to guide students to enduring
fundamental ideals, intellectual, emotional, social, and
cultural growth, competence in all phases of communication
is necessary.

ttThe compelling job in all teaching of

language is to get a truth, reality, the world as we know it
and believe it to be, through words" (4:4).

II.

CONCLUSION

To the extent that English is language, it must
always undergo change.
be limited or fixed.

39).

Language is a living thing not to
It is progressive and cumulative (61:

Unfortunately, the answers to many basic problems

concerning language development, learning, and methods of
teaching are not to be found in experimentation now under
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way.

Qualified investigations are needed as well as better

methods of disseminating information on research now
completed.

Indications are that a new concept of the subject

will emerge revealing its practicability, social usefulness,
and mentally and spiritually satisfying potentials.

English

is an intregal part of the development of the student as he
grows in his ability to organize and understand his world
and cope with it.
In order to facilitate the growth of a vigorous quest
for quality in English, research must not only verify assumptions, but add "to the dimensions of theory by pointing out
new channels of inquiry'' (25:490).

One of the greatest

values of research study is that it indicates possibilities
for additional research.
The study of language can effect cultural change for
it is the material and process of thinking.

Philip H.

Phenix, in Education~ llli:. Common 9:.Q.Q.!--~ Moral Philosophy
of the Curriculum, suggests that, if, as some believe, the
fundamental cause of the chief defect of American education
is the absence of moral purpose, then the English curriculum
can aid in educating the emotional aspects of life.

It can,

in all forms of human endeavor, contribute to the texture and
fabric of American life.
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I.

Materials
Junior English in Action, Tressler, Sixth ldition, Book III
(Baaic Text)
Junior Language Skills, Teuscher
Daily Drills for Better English, Webster
Webater Student Die tionary
Engliah Workshop, Warringer and Aaaociate1
Coateat1
/1~4'f!J ;/t,1,,,,ll,IJ'•'k I C..hr/sf
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•••papers

l.ecor4iqa
Bulletia Boarda
Library Material•
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Hidden Treaa•rea !!. Literature, Book III, Cook
Jgq •, In Z119", V l s tt •
A~terature for Life, J•ell and aaaociatea
. I dif
Pnraj;pWp ••· IU I $II# --1■•-•ZIIJi!:.:...
Adventure• in l.eadiag, Book III
World•~ lxplore
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VQrlu of .MT-tmu. kU,onr __,

II.

c..r,

·.

i&

■lov

~ Track 2, Potell-Lorrian

9'.llJ;

FGoley and .laeociat.ee
(paperbeak), CorbiB
81.S DOK n1poru, DOI;■ oru. wr1ttea \81ID.t tor honor• clasaes)
liaht weeka for both altill1 • • appreciation. It ia atronaly
1u11e1ted that the two-week perio4'a at the cloae aad .at the beginnin1 of quarter• be aiven to reaciina.
Some attention to oral readina
Dictionary atuciy
Spellin&
Word building and epelliq, a llinima of 400 word• froa both re8'1ug
and araded li1ta, Treaaler 31

a..1 ·· :.

Writing
Creditable writina in ink
Social•• buain••• letter•
S torytellina
Paragraph buildina
Explainiq
S011e creati•• writina
School p11blicat1ou
13

Speaking

Conversation
Oral reports
Panel discussions
Dr•atizationa
Parliamentary practice
Mechanical coaaunication (radio, telephone)
Listening
Streaa liatening skills, Tressler Chap. 4
Library
The Dewey Decimal Syatea. •'.hap. 9, Tressler
The Card Catalogue
lleference books
Gr....r
K.indbook of gr.,..ar

•••i.c

III.

Procedure, Kiniaua Eaaentiala and Orcler of Study First

a...ater

Gr--.r
Sentence Sense, Tressler, Chap. 29
Punctuation, Treaaler, Chap. 20
Capitalization, Tressler, Chap. 21
Subject aDtl Pr8'icates, Tressler, C'bap. 19
llouaa

Plural• aJUl Poa1e1sivea, Treaaler, Chap. 22
Use aJMi Case of loun1' ad Pronoun•, Treader, Chapa. 19 & 24
Correct ••• of Proru.nns, Tressler, Cb&p. 24
SecolMI

s. .ater

Verba
AA: tion aad Lioki11.1 , nba, Correct Vaes, C'bapa. 25 aDtl 26
Adjectives
AAverbs
Correct Vae, Treaaler, Chap. 23
Prepositional Phrases
Adjective aJMl Mlverb phra•e•, Cup. 23
lincl• of Sentences
Punctuation of Coapound &ad C-.plex Seatenc••• Tr•••l•r• Cup. 21
Review Part• of Speech

First S•••t•r
Writiaa

Autobioaraphy, Tressler, pp. 71-73
Paraarapb, Treaaler, Chap. 7
Writtea look Jleport, Treadu, Cb.ap. 10, pp. 135-139
Per•onal lxperieuce, Trea1ler, Cup. 5
Prienllly Letter, Trea1ler, Cb&p. 2
Rote Writ1na-Iavitation, T1uak-you, Bread aud Ju.tter, etc. Chap. 2

~Geoq_4 l.-.!t.!ill.
lnforaation, subacriptiou to aaaa&iae, &nd

Bulio.ess Letter:

ch&age of udresa
Order Letter, Trea1ler, Chap. ll
Descriptive Paragraph, Tressler, Chap. 3
lxpoaition, Tressler, Chaps. 8 and. 15
Library for l.eeearch, Traealer, Chap. 9
Outlini11g
Bote taking

Prepariq a bibliosraphy
WTittea book report
Optional: CoUYeraation ani Creative vritiq
lleadina
Coapreheneioa: Find and r••l>er the aain idu; oote ..a recall
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to one's own experience.
Using reference material
in library &
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Use dictir.ll!.lrie1 tables of contents, footnotes,
indexes 11:.,i glossaries, make and use bi1»11ograpaie1,
use the library catalogue, and locate inforaation
in otb.er hooks.

R.eading rate
Oral reading

'fV.

Outcomes of Communication Skills:
Reading:

The mastery of the skills needed at tkia level
The iaprovement of "below level1t reading
The iaprovement of reading in otaer content subjects
Creating independence ia student selection of reaclillg •teriah
Increasing skill b, adaptio.g reading rate to p11rpo1e and need
Extend student rea,.iag interest
Widening of tae individual's interests
Developing a greater bowledge of self aud of faaily, one's
peers
Making more secure t~• 1twlea.t'a academic staacliag
Improviaa tae 1tucleat•1 coaaunication
Providing a aealt~y adju1taent to tae role of 1ex
Furtaeriug knowleds• of vocational deaand1
Broadeniag kaowle4&• of deaocratic living and on' ■ reaponaibilities in relation to it.
Developiq an appreciatioa of life in a acieatific wrld.

Spelling
Spell correctly vord1 c~aly aisspelle4
Spell correctly dictated uterial aud 111 vritt• "9rk
Spell words from. tit• 1pelliq l11ts: Tre111,r aad 1pelliq
book
lnov tile meaaiq of a fn c - a prefla••• ..el'1c••• aad roots
Writing

pe-•••1p

Iner•••• in
le&ibtlity
Develop paraaraph iroa t•pic enteace
Encoarage creative vriti•• .....,.r poaat•l•
Write int~reetina~ frielldly letter•. ill cerrec;t fena
Write credita~l• order letter•
Speaking
Speak diatiactl7
Develop i,c>i•"' alMl ao4kl po•t11re
Proaoa111ee caiaaoa worcla correc~ly,
Hake 1kill&l u1e of aotea
Give akillfal and iatenatia& exteaporanaou pre...tatiou

Lieteaing
Dnelop ability to liatn &Mlytically taro.Ila c-,lete coaceatratioa.
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Grammar
Classify senten~es according to fora
Recognize case and use of personal, compound, and demonstrative pronouns
Recognize seven uses of pronoun (study for usage)
Subject
Predicate nominative
Direct and indirect object
Object of preposition
Apposi th·es
lfominati.ve of address
Be able to tell tae agreeaent of a pronoua and its •~tecedent
and be able to tell tke verb and its subject
Know agreement of subject aad verb
Form of correct tenses of verb•
Know rules for forains plurals aa4 poaaeaaives
IC.now comparison of adjectives and adverbs
Learn punctuation aa4 capitalization essential to tu above
construction
Correct use of adjectives, adverbs and prepoeitioae
Library
Develop ability to gather iafor-.tion independen~ly tarough
use of tae card catalogue and general reference ~ooks.
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